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Que.1 What are the basic quality of life according to the story “Basic Quality of Life”. 

 

Que.2 How is communication education is affected by Information Technology. 

 

Que.3 Write short essay on any one of the following topics in about 250-300 words:- 

(a) Wonders of Science 

(b) Corruption 

(c) Indian Culture 

 

Que.4 Write short essay on any one of the following topics in about 250-300 words:- 

(a) Social Media 

(b) Spiritually 

(c) Global Worming 

 

Que.5 Read the following passage & answer the question given:- 

                    An entrepreneur may be defined as an individual who intends to add value to the  

           economy by creating a new business venture through the able utilization of his knowledge 

           passion, dreams & decision. Now a day an entrepreneur is thought to be a person who  

           & culture the new situation in the environment & duties the making of such adjustments 

           or in the economic or manufacturing systems as he thinks necessary for achieving desired 

           results. He conceive an industrial enterprise for the purpose of new displays considerable  

           initiative courage, & in blinging his new  project into  

           Questions:  

(1) Give a suitable title to the above paragraph. 

(2) Write a summary an above paragraph. 

 

Que.6 Read the following passage & answer the question given:- 

                    In today’s changing & competitive work environment, level is increasing both in the  

           workers as well as the managers. As a result of this work then, more & more managers are  



           showing sight of chronic fatigue & research how concluded that strened out managers are 

          not good for their companies or. In uses, them leads to reduced efficiency in even the best 

         of individual, which in then leads to reduced productivity. is a problem in almost all the 

         of the world, of the economy is story or weak. Therefore, it become very eventual to  

         include “work stream” as one of the chapter in studying human behavior, because we must 

         know what  

         Questions:- 

(i) Write a summary on above paragraph. 

(ii) Give a suitable title to above paragraph. 

 

Que.7 Draft a CV for the port of Assistant manager in Sharma Textiles. 

              OR 

           Write an e-mail to Agrawal & sons for the price question of books on behalf of Arora  

           book house. 

 

Que.8 Draft a CV for the post of HR executive in kumar chemicals. 

 OR  

           Write an e-mail to sharda furniture for the product details of variety of furnitures. 

 

Que.9 Do as directed: 

(a) Give synonyms:- 

(i) Ancient (ii)      Rigid 

(iii)     Easy      (iv)     Target 

(b) Insert punctuation in following blank. 

(i) Wow what a beautiful flowers. 

 


